TSC vs. TKS
2nd’s Tennis Report

TKS defeat TSC 10-2

The doubles were all hard fought encounters with all 3 pairs playing some good tennis. Unfortunately the boys were unable to prevail against some strong opposition.

Adam Malouf was very impressive in his singles match. He was very consistent from the baseline and pouncing on anything short, which he duly put away with aggressive forehands. Adam continues to improve each and every week and is showing the benefits of the hard work he has been putting in to his game.

Arthur Lee produced arguably his best performance of the season with commanding straight sets victory. He served well, hit his targets consistently with his groundstrokes and remained calm under pressure.

It was an impressive all around performance.
It was an afternoon of tough, competitive tennis and all the team acquitted themselves well against a high quality opponent.

Thanks,
Craig Christopher
2nds Coach